The i-Reader provides the user with a portable, easy-to-use text-to-speech experience using naturally sounding voices. The user also has the option to choose between male or female voices, and can select from a number of languages.

The i-Reader can adjust the reading speed, volume, and can connect a monitor so you will be able to view the scanned document and read along with the spoken text via highlighted words.

About the i-Reader
Price: $1,849.00
With Battery: $1,999.00

• Scan and read your paper documents with the touch of a button
• Listen to documents with naturally sounding voices
• Connect to a monitor to see words highlighted during reading
• Operate it easily with the intuitive controls
• Scan and read in multiple languages
• Control reading speed and volume
• Hear a full letter-sized page read at once
i-Reader
Scan & Read Device
With optional magnification & more

SPECIFICATIONS
• 21.65 x 16.92 x 23.23 inches
• Compact and lightweight model
• Different reading speed options
• Full page reading, up to letter / A4 size
• Start up time: 45 seconds
• Column recognition
• Word spelling function
• Easy to use controls
• Text navigation by using arrow keys; forwarding/rewinding per word and line
• Pausing the text
• Multiple languages available
  ✓ English ✓ Turkish ✓ Italian
  ✓ Spanish ✓ Portuguese ✓ French
  ✓ Dutch ✓ Russian ✓ Polish
  ✓ Swedish ✓ Danish ✓ German
• Internal speaker with excellent sound quality
• Head set jack
• VGA & HDMI ports for external monitor
• Providing the user with reading options:
  • 8 zoom settings (ranging from 1.5x to 65x)
  • Rotate view
  • Wrapped, redrawn and original view
• Optional internal battery for mobile use
• Includes carrying case
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